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In industrial buildings balanced ventilation is infrequently used. Increased 
pressure difference over the building facade causes substantial cold 
outside air to flow in and much discomfort in the entrance area. A 
well-designed and properly installed air curtain will be able, to heat the 
large amount of cold outside air entering the building, provide optimal 
energy savings and high comfort.

Avoiding draught with 
industrial air curtainsBy Bart Cremers M.Sc. (Biddle bv) and

Roberto Traversari, MBA (TNO)

Backgrounds to the design of industrial air curtains

Causes of draught
The indoor environment in buildings is influenced by venti-

lation (a controlled, often mechanical, fresh air supply) and 

infiltration (an uncontrolled fresh air supply). When a door is 

open, most of the fresh air from outside enters through the 

doorway, causing draughts and loss of heat. Industrial buildings, 

like warehouses and assembly plants, often have substantial 

amounts of cold air flowing into the building. This has various 

causes (figure 1).

First of all, there are the specific properties of an industrial 

building. Unlike buildings such as shops, offices and the like, 

industrial buildings are very large and are often situated 

in wide open spaces. And there are often several very 

large doorways. These doorways may be positioned on 

one side of the building, or there may be several doors on  

opposite sides of the building. Older factory buildings are not  

particularly leak-tight and may cause large infiltration. All  

these factors can lead to large volumes of outside air coming 

in through open doors and leaving the building somewhere 

else. 

The second cause is mechanical ventilation. Mechanical venti-

lation will give the building a sufficient amount of fresh air 

in a controlled manner. Without the controlled intake of the 

same volume of air a pressure difference between inside and  

outside will occur. When a door is left open, most of the fresh 

air will enter through the door because the resistance in the 

doorway is low compared with open windows or cracks.  

Another source of ventilation and infiltration is the local suction 

of industrial processes, such as welding or polishing. Without 

compensation by the controlled inflow of outside air, local 

suction will cause draught when a door is left open.

A third cause of draught problems is wind. On a windy day, 

there is substantial draught if doors on either side of the 

building are open. In this situation wind can freely flow at high 

speed through the building. At home we make use of this 

effect in summer by leaving the front door and the back door 

open at the same time. With only one door open, the wind 

will not flow through the door entirely because the pressure 

will build up in the building and give resistance to inflowing 

air. However, wind will cause overpressure on the windward 

side and underpressure on the lee side of the building. This 

will cause airflow through the building from the windward 

side to the lee side. The force of such airflow will depend on 

the wind velocity, the wind direction and the leak-tightness 

of the building. In addition, the turbulent nature of wind may 

also exert a pulsating force on the open door, so that diffe-

rential pressures may vary with time and as the position of 

the doorway changes.

Finally there is the so-called chimney effect or stack effect. 

Factory workers on the shop floor should feel comfortable 

and the lower areas of a room are heated accordingly. Hot  

air will rise and escape from the building through gaps or open 

skylights. At floor level, the rising air is replaced by cold outside 

air entering the factory through the door. 

Temperature difference or pressure difference?
The cause of the airflow through an open door can be 

deducted from the flow profile through the doorway. The 

flow profile is the sum of one-sided flow (through pressure 

differences) and two-sided flow (through temperature diffe-

rences). By using the so-called neutral height we are able to 

distinguish four categories (see table 1). The neutral height is 

the height in the doorway where the horizontal air speed is 

Building properties
- large doors 
- many doors 
- doors on opposite sides 
-  not leak-tight

Infiltration by stack effect
- internal heat sources
- open skylights

Infiltration by wind effects
- isolated buildings
- wind velocity
- wind direction

Mechanical ventilation
- local extraction of industrial gases

Figure l. Causes of ventilation and infiltration in industrial buildings
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Category Neutral height zn

No net inflow 1/2 h

Low net inflow 1/2 h - 3/4 h

Medium net inflow 3/4 h - h

High net inflow > h

Figure 2. Flow profile at an open door without air curtain according to net inflow: 

a) none, b) low, c) medium and d) high. 

Figure 3. Schematical representation of flow profile: a) without air curtain and b) with 

air curtain.

Table 1. Categories and corresponding values for neutral height. The door height is shown 

as “h”.

zero. An easy way of showing the neutral height in an open 

door is to release smoke across a vertical line through the 

doorway. The height at which the smoke does not move is 

the neutral height.

If there is no net inflow through the doorway (such as in 

the case of leak-tight buildings), the present temperature  

difference over the doorway will result in a two-sided air flow 

(natural convection). Cold air enters through the lower part 

of the door and hot air escapes through the upper part of the 

door (figure 2a). In this case the neutral height is at around 

half the door height.

A small net inflow through the doorway will see more cold 

air entering than hot air escaping. In this case, the neutral 

height will be higher. If the neutral height is between half 

and three-quarters of the door height, we call it low net 

inflow (figure 2b).

An increased net inflow will see the neutral height between 

three-quarters of the door height and the full door height 

(figure 2c). In this case, incoming air is mainly the result of 

ventilation and infiltration. Only a small amount of hot air 

escapes. We call this medium net inflow.

An even larger net inflow will give a one-sided flow  

towards the inside of the building. The ventilation and  

infiltration are now entirely dominant in relation to the 

natural convection. In this case, the neutral height is above 

the door height. This category is called high net inflow.  

In practice, smoke will enter through the entire door-

way (figure 2d). For a 4.50 m high industrial door and a  

temperature difference between inside and outside of  

20 °C, this means approximately 4000 m3/h of incoming 

cold air for each m2 of door surface.

Having determined the neutral height we can gain an  

insight into the main causes of draught. In the event of no 

net inflow and low net inflow the temperature difference 

is the main cause of draught. In the event of medium net 

inflow and high net inflow draught is mainly caused by the  

pressure difference over the door. With this knowledge we 

can seek a suitable solution for the draught problem and 

thus select a suitable air curtain unit.

Design rules
In the case of low net inflow (neutral height is equal to or 

just above half of the door height) the main purpose of an air 

curtain is to prevent warm inside air from escaping. The air 

curtain blows the warm air down and this air flows back to 

the warm side at floor level. The air curtain saves on the cost 

of heating the interior by reducing natural convection, using 

only fan energy and no additional heating. In addition, the 

inflow of cold air by natural convection will also be reduced,  

resulting in more comfort in the warm space.

In the event of a higher net inflow (neutral height towards 

the top of the doorway or even above the door height) the  

main purpose of the air curtain is rather focused on  

increasing comfort behind the doorway. The inflowing 

cold air is mixed with the heated air from the air curtain, 
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rising in temperature to a comfortable level. In other words, 

the inflowing cold air is not stopped but heated - and so 

avoiding draught (fig. 3). The heating capacity brought by the 

air curtain will benefit the interior space, thus reducing the 

load for the building’s existing main heating system.

The heat balance of a building with an open door without 

and with an air curtain is shown in fig. 4. A description of this 

heat balance is beyond the scope of this article. See earlier 

publications ([1] and [2]) for a qualitative description of the 

operation of an air curtain.

Close to the door
Doors in industrial buildings are often high. Consequently,  

the air curtain jet must travel some distance before it will reach 

the floor. On the way down the airflow is deflected inward 

and will reach the floor inside the building. In that way, cold 

air may enter between the door frame and the inward 

deflected airflow (fig. 5a). In order to reduce the amount 

of cold air coming in from the sides, the length of the air 

curtain must always exceed the width of the door. The air 

curtain jet must also run as close as possible along the door 

(fig. 5b). This will force the incoming cold air through the air 

curtain rather than along the air curtain.

Low turbulence 
For the proper performance of the air curtain, the exchange 

of the air curtain jet and the cold ambient air must be  

minimized. There are two ways of doing so. 

Firstly, the turbulence of the discharged air must be as low  

as possible. A suitable outlet grille should be chosen for that 

purpose. The little ‘channels’ of the grid must be narrow and 

long in order to split the large whirls into smaller ones. This 

will reduce turbulence in the air curtain jet (fig. 6).

In addition, the velocity difference between the air curtain 

jet and the ambient air must be kept as small as possible. 

This can be achieved by using a relatively low discharge  

velocity (see also reference [2]).

High heating capacity 
Air curtains must have a certain momentum to reach the 

floor (penetration) and a certain heating capacity to heat 

the incoming cold air from outside. The momentum I0 and 

the heating capacity Q0 of an air jet are given by formula A 

and formula B, respectively. 

In the formula, l0 stands for the length of the air curtain  

(a little longer than the door width); ρ is for density and  

T for temperature. The subscripts in and 0 stand for the  

inner space and the air curtain, respectively. The specific heat 

capacity is shown as cp.

A I0 = ρ0•l0•d0•U0
2 ∝ d0•U0

2

B Q0 = cp•l0• d0•U0•(T0
-Tin ) ∝ d0•U0

  

Air curtains can be divided into two categories. Narrow air 

jets (d0 of about 2 to 6 cm) with a high discharge velocity 

(U0 of about 10 to 25 m/s), or wide air jets (6 to 20 cm) 

with a relatively low discharge velocity (4 to 10 m/s).

Figure 4. Heat balance of a building with an open door: a) without air curtain and 

b) with air curtain.

Figure 5. a) Leakage of cold air along the air curtain and b) properly working air curtain: 

close to the door and exceeding the width of the door.
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A calculation example
Assume an air curtain with a discharge width of 10 cm and discharge 

velocity of 4 m/s. In order to have a similar momentum (and thus penetration) from 

a 4 cm outlet narrow air curtain, the discharge velocity must be 16 m/s. The air 

flow rate of the wide air curtain jet is (I0•d0
•U0 = 1 x 0.1 x 10 x 3600 =) 3600 m3/h 

per metre while the narrow air curtain produces only (I0•d0
•U0 = 1 x 0.04 x 16 x 

3600 =) 2300 m3/h per metre. If the air curtain unit heats outside air at 15 °C to a 

discharge temperature of 35 °C, it will produce (using formula (B) and an air density 

ρ0 of 1.2 kg/m3) a heating capacity of 24 kW and 15.4 kW, respectively. This means 

that the wide air curtain jet reaching the same depth has approximately 50% more 

heating capacity available. 

If in a certain situation 24 kW of cold air enters the building, the narrow air curtain 

will have to blow out air warmer than 35 °C (in fact 47 °C!) for a similar heating 

capacity. Such temperature is actually too high, as the air curtain jet will have trouble 

reaching the floor because of buoyancy forces. Also, this hot air curtain is not com-

fortable for people passing underneath.

Both the narrow and the wide air jets can be set for the air 

to reach the floor. However, with the momentum of the air 

curtains being the same (proportional to d0•U0
2), the wide air 

stream will have much more heating capacity (proportional to 

d0•U0). Such large heating capacity is needed if a large volume 

of incoming cold air is to be heated. Not surprisingly, the 

better choice would be an air curtain with wide discharge 

and a relatively low discharge velocity.

Heating only part of the air stream is no advantage because 

would have to be heated to an extremely high outlet tem-

perature to obtain the capacity required. From the viewpoint 

of sustainable energy consumption it would be advised to 

use relatively wide air jets with low discharge temperatures 

(35 °C rather than 50 °C). These kind of low temperature 

systems are “no regret” options, because they also allow the 

use of sustainable energy systems (e.g. heat pumps).

Conclusion

An open door in a building can result in loss of heat and 

discomfort. The causes may vary and it is most important to  

thoroughly investigate the specific problems in any situation. 

As well as details such as door size and expected tem-

perature differences, it is important to know the amount 

of ventilation and infiltration coming in through the open 

door. These may be estimated on the basis of the building 

specifications or can be measured via the neutral height in 

the doorway.

Ventilation and infiltration in industrial buildings may reach 

very high values. In such cases, an air curtain with a relatively 

wide discharge jet and a relatively low discharge velocity 

would be the right choice to heat the incoming cold air in a 

comfortable and energy-efficient manner.
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Figure 6. Reduced turbulence through discharge grille. 

Table 2 Comparing two types of air curtains on the basis of momentum to reach the floor 

and heating capacity to heat the incoming air. (NB: for air curtains the electrical energy 

consumption by the fans is approximately 1 or 2 percent of the energy consumption for 

heating).

type of air
curtain

Wide 
discharge jet
Narrow
discharge jet

width
d0 (cm)

10

4

velocity
U0 (m/s)

4

16

momentum
I0 (N)

12

12

heating capacity
Q0 (kW)

24

15

air displacement
l0•d0•U0 (m3/h)

3600

2300




